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I have never heard of a band so aptly
named as O.C.D. Circus. They capture all
the glorious spectacle of a circus freak
show, but do so with an obsessive-compulsive streak that would make Felix Unger
look like an amateur neat freak. This
emphasis on structure makes many of the
longer jams seem more orchestrated than
jams should be, but at the same time acts
as an antidote to the sometimes
mindless improvisation that musicians
of suspect caliber are all-too happy to
engage in. In case you can’t tell, I’m torn
about whether I like this album or not. One
side of me enjoys its sardonic, but never
mean-spirited playfulness and its innocent
philosophical bent, while part of me aches
when thinking about the sometimes laboriously long interludes (the final two songs
are a whopping 23 minutes combined).
Comparisons to Phish and the use of
that more and more dreaded phrase “jam
band” are justified with O.C.D., yet
the band does manage to chart some
interesting new courses that I wasn’t
exactly sure it would be able to. Some
of the highlights of the album include
the jagged tale of lost youth and selling
out, “Rita Lynn,” and “Waitin’ To Die,”
a raucous country rake in the style of
Johnny Cash or Merle Haggard.
The musicians on the album are tight
(almost virtuosic), even if the songs
were not always so toned and lean. Much
of the musical meandering creates a
welcome ambience not permitted by
the all-too structured aesthetics of the
modern album, but often the lengthy
jams actually detract from otherwise
self-contained and downright catchy
songs. Tunes like “Turnaround” and
“Dance With You” come off as more
indulgent than their melodiously sweet
sentiments should allow. Live, they may
be wonderful opuses, but that whole
“modern album aesthetics” I bemoaned
above does have its justifications.
Sometimes overshadowed by their
obvious influences – the Dead, Phish,
Frank Zappa – sometimes straddling the
precarious line between kitsch and sarcasm (see the song “Jesus Christ
Rockstar” for proof), O.C.D. Circus
seems to struggle at times to find its own
footing. I’m sure they’ve struggled with
the problems of capturing a frenetic live
show in plastic disc form, but they’ve
done as good a job as any of their ilk that
I’ve heard. They should be congratulated
for many things, not the least of which is
persistently excellent musicianship;
they’ve created an intensely different
sort of album, even if it is sometimes
impeded by its own quirky fascination
with itself.
– MJ

On its Web site, Rotoglow lists a canonical group of rock and roll influences
that includes most of the artists you’d
expect on such a list: the Beatles,
Ray Charles, Santana, etc. Oddly enough,
I didn’t hear traces of any of these
musicians on the band’s debut album, Life
Like a Lightswitch. What I did hear was a
band struggling to balance art with pop
culture, originality with popularity, and
succeeding triumphantly after a stumble
off the starting block.
It seems to me that Rotoglow
front-loaded Life Like A Lightswitch with
radio-friendly modern rock hits, and saved
the rest for their serious stuff, as if to throw
a bone to trends, only to mock them later.
The real meat of the album comes in the
form of a string of unbelievably deep songs
that are not confined to the straightjacket
of “modern rock,” a term so often
employed, but hardly understood. You can
almost hear the change in formidable
singer/songwriter Andrew Hellier’s voice.
The first few songs he croons in that
almost sarcastic, nasal tone popular these
days, but as the album moves along, and
the songs get better, his voice becomes
fuller, more authentic. It is often the credo
of songwriters that one must approach
emotion with an abject distance, making
sure never to actually express anything
you can’t dismiss as sarcasm later, but
Hellier delves deeper than that and is
vulnerably brilliant on these later tracks.
The song “Hey Love” is deliciously
self-parodic, but at the same time offers a
lovably skeptical take on the subject of all
rock songs: love. The next track, “Water
Flows,” is an amazing blend of ’50s ballad
and military march that continues this
true original streak. With references to
“General Jesus” and a heartfelt repetition
of the very pertinent question, “Why?” it is
easily the emotional climax of the album
and highlights the best of every member
of the band. Purposefully ambiguous,
offering no resolution, as the doo-woppy
back-up singers herald the end of the
song, we get the feeling this “Why?” is
directed toward the major questions of life,
love and war.
Rotoglow reaches some sublime
heights when not trying to be something it’s
not. This album is chock-full of thoughtful
musicianship and a lyrical subtlety that
sets the band apart as something that cannot be described in terms of ever-changing
trends that capture our ever-shortening
attention span. Unfortunately, I may have
never discovered this side of them, had
I not been forced to listen to the whole
album. They need not offer apologies
for being so distinct, it is clearly their
strongest suit.
– MJ

Anyone who has ever seen Duane
Slaymaker knows that he has earned
the moniker, “The Hardest Working
Man in Central Pa.” It seems that everywhere you drive in the county, you see
marquees advertising his name. You
hear your friends mention seeing his
show last weekend. Sometimes you
unwittingly run into him when you go
out on a Saturday night.
If you haven’t met Duane Slaymaker
or seen his show, you’ve been locked in
your house way too long. A native of
Lancaster County, Slaymaker plays an
average of two to three nights a week in
Lancaster, York and beyond without
ever losing that signature voice that
sounds like melted caramel over milk
chocolate – rich, smooth and so good
you just can’t stop yourself from the
guilty pleasure of listening to him.
Slaymaker’s set mostly consists of
covers of ’70s singer/songwriters like
Bread, Crosby, Stills & Nash, James
Taylor and Neil Diamond, usually solo
and always acoustic. Slaymaker’s style
compliments intimate environs, connecting with his audience, making
even the most conservative audience
members tap their feet, smile and
sing along.
Slaymaker’s latest CD, Duane
Slaymaker Live, was recorded at the
Symposium in Lancaster in August
of 2003. A follow up to 1998’s Harmony,
the album mixes it up with covers and
originals. Accompanied on drums by
Jerry Groff, Slaymaker crafts the album
like a fine guitar – feeling the music,
making adjustments for the crowd until
the pitch and timbre is perfect.
DSL showcases Slaymaker’s talent
for his craft and his heart as the
craftsman. With each song he draws
the listener deeper and deeper, first
with more familiar material like an old
favorite (“Sister Golden Hair”), then
with a contemporary standard (“If I had
A Million Dollars”) until finally your
senses are awoken to Slaymaker’s own
talent as a singer/songwriter with
newer originals like, “Angel Like You,” a
touching ballad that really makes you
want to dance with your significant
other, even if you can’t dance.
Slaymaker is also working on a new
CD of originals. Duane Slaymaker Live is
available at Music Den, Rockville
Square Outlets; The Symposium, S.
Centerville Rd., Lancaster; and at any
Duane Slaymaker show. It is a guilty
pleasure that you can indulge in without
hiding it in the back of the CD changer.
– LD
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